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Introduction

A metabelian group is defined as one whose central quotient-group is

abelian.f Since the central quotient-group of any group G is simply isomor-

phic with the group of inner isomorphisms of G, a metabelian group may also

be defined as a group whose group of inner isomorphisms is abelian. Î

Any metabelian group G of order pxaip2a' ■ ■ ■ pn" is the direct product of

its Sylow subgroups of order pf*. In developing a theory of metabelian

groups, it is accordingly reasonable to center the attention upon those of order

Pm. In view of the fact that many results which are valid for groups of order

pm, p>2, do not hold for p = 2, it seems advantageous to treat separately

the cases p = 2 and p > 2. In this article we are concerned exclusively with the

case p>2.

In §§2-5 we develop, by aid of the theory of regular permutation groups,

certain general properties of a metabelian group G of order pm, p>2. We men-

tion the following:

(1) G is conformai with an abelian group A ;

(2) the operations of any metabelian group which is conformai with A

can be derived by making A isomorphic with a certain subgroup of its group

of isomorphisms and multiplying together corresponding operations;

(3) the group of isomorphisms of G is a subgroup of the group of iso-

morphisms of A.

In §§7-9 we define four different types of bases for G and prove that each

of these types occurs in every G. (Any set of elements which generate G is

said to constitute a basis for G.) Two of these types, the Af7?-bases and the

ÍZ-bases, are of fundamental importance in the theory of metabelian groups.

In §§10-11 we exhibit certain relationships between these two types of bases

and, furthermore, between the [/-bases of G and those of A.

In §§12-14 we discuss the topic of abstract defining relations for G : with

reference to a i/-basis (§12), an M-B-basis (§13), and a t/-basis for A (§14).

* Presented to the Society, December 27, 1933; received by the editors March 22, 1934.

f W. B. Fite, Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, vol. 49

(1901), p. 41.
Î The term "metabelsche Gruppe," as used by Furtwängler and other German mathematicians,

denotes a group whose commutator subgroup is abelian.
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Two of the fundamental results of this paper—that G is conformai with an

abelian group, and that G possesses a ¿7-basis—have been published in a

recent article by P. Hall, entitled A contribution to the theory of groups of prime

power order* The author, however, feels it desirable to present his original

proofs of these two results, as the methods involved are of frequent occur-

rence throughout this paper.

Notation, elementary results

1. In order to avoid repeated explanations, the symbols employed in this

article will usually preserve their significance throughout, and accordingly

will ordinarily be defined only at their initial appearance.

The letter G will always denote a metabelian group of order pm, p>2.

The central and the commutator subgroup of G will be designated by T and

C respectively. The operations of G will usually be denoted by small letters

is, a etc.) ; for the automorphisms of G we shall always use capital letters.

The symbol d,- shall denote the commutator s^SjSiSf1 (or otVj-ct «r j-1).

Since each commutator is invariant in G, of the eight formally distinct com-

mutators which arise from any two operations of G, only two, namely c¡,- and

en, will be effectively distinct. Obviously c,-¿ equals Ctf1.

We now mention certain elementary results, which we shall tacitly as-

sume throughout this paper.

(a) If gi, gi, • ■ • , gn are any set of independent generating operations

(I.G.O.) for G,f then C is generated by Ci2 = gr1g2gigi~1, cn, • • • , Cm, c2¡, • • ■ ,

C-2n,   "   "   *  » Cn—l,n.

(b) Every operation of G can be expressed in the form gflgf* ■ ■ ■ gñn

■ Cli'vCis** ■   ■   • «*#•.

(c) If cr0 and Ob are of orders p1** and />"■» respectively, ma — ntt, then the

order of <r0cr¡, divides p™°.% From this we see that every set of I.G.O. for G

must include operations of highest order in G.

(d) The product of any two pth powers in G is itself a pth power in G.§

Definition. Any operation of a given .prime-power group which is not a

pth power of an operation in this group is said to be a "principal element" of this

given group.

* Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 36, parts 1 and 2, pp. 29-95. The

results presented in the author's paper were obtained prior to the appearance of Hall's article.

t That the number of elements in any set of I.G.O. for a prime power group is an invariant of

the group was proved by G. A. Miller, these Transactions, vol. 16 (1915), p. 21.

% W. B. Fite, these Transactions, vol. 3 (1902), p. 338.

§ P. Hall, loc. cit., p. 75.
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Results derived from the representation or G as a regular per-

mutation GROUP

2. Let G denote any metabelian group of order pm, p>2. Regarding G

as an abstract group, we denote its operations by the symbols <ri, o-j, • • • ,

<Ti, ■ ■■ .

We denote any permutation s{ of G (in the regular representation derived

from post-multiplication) by the symbol (*„ ). We may think of jj as a rep-

resentation of <Ti. A representation, as a permutation on the pm symbols

ax, <tj, • • • , of any inner isomorphism S, of G is afforded by the symbol

C/"1™.)-* Clearly 5¡ transforms the operations of G according to the per-

mutation j¡. The totality of distinct symbols 5 constitutes a representation

H of the group of inner isomorphisms of G. Any element of 1(G), the group

of isomorphisms of G, can be represented as a permutation on the letters of

G by the symbol ('<).

We may identify 7(G) with that subgroup of the holomorph K(G) of G

whose permutations omit the symbol for the identity of G.f Under G, 1(G) is

transformed into pd conjugates, where pd equals pm divided by the number

of characteristic operations of G. The totality of distinct permutations in

these pd conjugates coincides with the totality of distinct products Ct*)C'),

where („^) is any permutation in the conjoint of G, while C-) is any permu-

tation of 1(G).

Let p» denote the order of 77. One readily sees that 77 has under G exactly

p" conjugates.

Now J={G,H\ is a metabelian group of order pm+". Its central is T, its

commutator subgroup is C; the central quotient-group J/T is the direct

product of two simply-isomorphic groups, each of which is simply-isomorphic

with 77. The chief interest in / attaches to the fact that it contains a remark-

able set of subgroups, each of which is conformai with G.

Since H is simply-isomorphic with G/Y, we obtain an isomorphism of G

with 77 by making each operation j of G correspond to that operation S oí H

which transforms G according to j. Let 6 be defined as the operation of making

G isomorphic with 77 in this manner and then multiplying together corre-

sponding operations. That is, ds = sS. Similarly, we define 6X by the equation

6xs = sSx. (Since 77 is abelian, Sx~Sxx, s2~S2x, ■ ■ ■ etc. defines an isomorphism

of G with 77.) Let p " be the order of the operation of highest order in 77. If

* This notation is fully explained in Speiser, Theorie der Gruppen von endlicher Ordnung, 2d edi-

tion, p. 25, p. 121; and in Burnside, Theory of Groups, 2d edition, pp. 81 ff.

f We agree that all the permutations of G shall begin with the symbol oï for the identity of G.

We may define 7(G) as that subgroup of K(G) generated by its permutations which omit the initial

letter in the permutations of G.
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we let x range over all positive integral values, it is clear that not more than

p " of the operations Bxs will be distinct.

By the symbol 6XG we designate the set of pm operations which we obtain

by applying to each operation of G the operator 6. We note that T is common

to G and to dxG. If we assume for the moment (we shall prove it below) that

dxG is a group for which 6XG/T is simply isomorphic with H, then we may

define the symbol 6vdx by the equation dvOxs=dyisSx)S''. Then dv6x = dxdv

= Bx+V. Hence we may write 6X = 0*, regarding 0 as an operator of period p \

Theorem I. The permutations 6XG constitute a group which is conformai

with G.

That they constitute a group follows from the equation (0* s¿) (0* i,)

= Cijxdx isiSj) = 0X icijx s,s,). That this group is conformai with G is evident

from the fact that 6X s and s have the same order. (For s and S are commuta-

tive and have only the identity in common, since s permutes all the letters

of G while S omits oi. The order of 5 divides the order of s, since s and A

transform the operations of G in the same way.)

Theorem II. Each Gx is an invariant subgroup of the holomorph of G.

Clearly G is commutative with Gx, since G is commutative with T and

transforms every coset TsSx into itself. To show that IiG) transforms Gz into

itself, we proceed as follows.

Let ('<) denote any permutation of IiG). The operation SiS,* of Gx may

be represented as

(       )( ), which equals I ).
VcrcTi/WVcrf/ W*<7crf+V

Now

C'í ' T)-( ' TT'"'")-( "'   )\ff /Wvcrf+VVc//       \(rr*crcrlW\<r/-V<r/*+y       \<r/ -Vcr/*+V

I J\ff'cxffffi* )

where Si transforms the operations of G according to si. Since si is an opera-

tion of G, sí SI "is an operation of Gx. This demonstrates our theorem, since

K is generated by G and IiG).

Theorem III. Each Gx is a regular group.

Since G is a regular group on the symbols ah cr2, ■• -, <r ,-,-•• , while

every permutation of H omits ai, it is obvious that every permutation of G

= \ffí~xffff!x+l)     \
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other than the identity must permute a\. Suppose that some permutation t

of Gx, distinct from the identity, omits the symbol ax. Now G contains a per-

mutation j which replaces ak by ci. But s~Hs is a permutation of Gx which

omits o-i (see Theorem II). This proves that each permutation of Gx other than

the identity permutes all the symbols o~\, a2, • • ■ , apm. Since Gx is conformai

with G, it must be a regular group on these symbols.

3. These p' conformai groups Gi, G2, ■ ■ • , Gx, • • • , Gpy = G constitute

a set which we shall refer to as D. As permutation groups in K(G), they are

all distinct. We shall prove shortly that regarded as abstract groups exactly

j'+l of them are distinct.

Let /, = JiSf and t,- = s,Sf be any two operations of Gx. Now trHjti = tjCtf**1,

where Cij = sv1SjSiSj~1.* If 2a:+1 is prime to p, then the commutator subgroup

of Gx coincides with the commutator subgroup C of G. If 2x+1 is divisible by

p but not by p2, then the commutator subgroup of Gx is composed of the pth

powers of the elements of C. By means of the relation y = 2x+l (mod p"),

we may associate with each member of D a value of y as a subscript. The

p"~1(p — l) members of D for which y is prime to p constitute a subset which

we call Dx; the p '~2(p — 1) members of D for which y is divisible by p, but not

by p2, we shall put into a set Dp, etc. Set Dp* consists of a single group,

namely that Gx for which 2x+1 is divisible by p'. This group, which is

abelian, we shall designate by the letter A. Its permutations tx, h, • • • , ti,

• ■ ■ are connected with those of G by the equation t{ = ô0j„ where a is the

smallest positive root of 2a+1 =0 (mod p'). That Ga is abelian is sufficiently

important to state as a theorem.

Theorem I. The pm products t{ = 0°j<, i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , pm, constitute a regular

abelian group A which is conformai with G.

The conjoint of each group in a given set Dp<*, a = 0,1, • • •, v, is a member

of the same set. If y has the value k for a given group Gx, then y will be con-

gruent to — k modulo P' for the conjoint of Gx. (It is easy to prove that the

conjoint of Gx is Gpy-x-x.)

Theorem II. The groups in any given set Dp«, a = 0, 1, • • • , v, are simply

isomorphic.

Let X be an integer prime to p. If we replace each operation of Gx by its

Xth power, then we shall obtain all the operations of Gx in some order. Let

_ -0
* It is a simple task to verify the relations s^SjSi=S,ca and S^s/St=s¡Ct¡. Of course Si'SjSi =» S¡.
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be the permutation on the symbols en, <r2, • • • derived from associating each

operation of G with its Xth power. Since 7\ defines an automorphism of the

abelian group T, in determining how 7\ transforms the operations of Gx we

shall be concerned only with the non-invariant operations of Gx.

Let ti = SiS? be any non-invariant operation of Gx. We may write

*-(  '   )•
\<rrIcrcr,*+1/

Then

^ = CX«wX») = ([ffixl^-
Now

[<rTVcrf+1]" = <r)[iT*fffflYcà(>+1)'t,

where cia is otW<o—x. Moreover,

[oT1™? Y = errWf .

Hence

[ffVffffV-1]* = taieT'^ffDck^+ni*.

Since 2 is prime to p, the congruence 2z = l (mod p") always admits a unique

solution z. Therefore, we are justified in using the symbol (X+1)/2, even when

X+l is an odd integer. Now

(rXcX(X+l)/2 = ^(X+D/í^.fX+D/ü = <7Í-(X+l)/í(ffTx(rX(rj)(rj(X+l)/2-

Hence one may write

[<rrVcr»+1]x = oTa_X)/,(ffrVtrf )»<«-*>'•+* = ff-li-Wi.i/Vffiii-wi'ifV.

Then

Tx-^-Tx - ( j = 5<\syi-x+2*>'î.
\o-r(1-x+2i,)/2crcr,(1-x+i!a!>'2cr<V

Let us put 1 — X+2x = 2X£ (mod p"). Then s^StXi is an operation of Gt. If

we write the congruence above in the form l+2x=X(l+2£) (mod p"), it is

clear that the same power of p divides both l+2x and l+2£. This demon-

strates our theorem. If Gx is the abelian group A, then l+2x (and conse-
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quently l+2£) is divisible by p'. We can, therefore, identify the permutation

T\ with that automorphism of A which transforms each operation of A into

its Xth power.

If we restrict the values of X to the p"^1(p — 1) positive integers which are

less than P' and prime to p, then the permutations 7\ constitute a cyclic

group of order p"~1(p — 1). We may identify each Z\ with the linear substitu-

tion A"x on the subscripts of Gi, G2, • • • , Gx, • ■ ■ , where X\ is x' = a[l —

X'(2a;+1)] (mod p'), while a and X' are defined by the congruences 2a+l =0

(mod P') and XX'= 1 (mod p"). Or we can represent T\ as the linear substi-

tution Y\:y'=\'y (mod p'). The order of 7\ is obviously the period of X

with respect to p '. When X is p ' — 1, then 7\ represents a substitution of order

2 in the double holomorph of G which transforms each Gx into its conjoint.

4. At this point we review certain results from §§2-3, which wiU be of

service to us in what follows. Commencing with a representation of G as a

regular permutation group, whose permutations Ji, j2, • • • all begin with the

same letter <ri, we designate the holomorph of G (on these letters) by K(G).

We let 7(G) denote that representation in K(G) of the group of isomorphisms

of G whose permutations all omit <ri. The subgroup of 1(G) which gives the

inner isomorphisms of G we shaU denote by 77. We let Si, S2, ■ ■ ■ denote the

permutations of H, where Si transforms G according to j<. Furthermore, p*

denotes the order of the element of highest order in H, while a is the least

positive root of 2a+ls=0 (mod p'). Theorem I of §3 states that (a) the pm

elements ti = daSi = siSia constitute a regular abelian group A on the letters

of G. Let K(A) denote the holomorph of A (on these same letters), and let

1(A) denote that representation in K(A) of the group of isomorphisms of A

whose permutations omit v\. Since 7(G) is a subgroup of 7 (.4),* H is in 1(A).

Throughout the remainder of this article the symbols defined above wUl pre-

serve their significance.

We know that there is only one permutation in 1(G) which transforms

the permutations of G in a prescribed manner. Hence, given j4 in the equa-

tion ti = 6"Si, we see that /< is uniquely determined. Conversely, given i< in this

equation, j,- is uniquely given by tiSr". We recaU that Sra is in 7 (.4). We

may, therefore, state that (b) the permutations in a given regular represen-

tation of G may be obtained from those of A by making A isomorphic with

a certain subgroup of 1(A) and multiplying together corresponding opera-

tions. This result is clearly trivial in the sense that we cannot determine the

"certain subgroup" unless we already know the permutations of G. The real

point of (b) is expressed in the foUowing theorem.

* See Theorem II of §2.
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Theorem I. Let tx, t2, ■ ■ ■ denote the permutations of A and let Rx, R2, • • •

denote the permutations of a subgroup R of 1(A). Let y a denote the commutator

RcHjRitj-1, and (c) let every product yiftjT1 be invariant under R. If the cor-

respondence r~E, ■ ■ ■ , T7,~R„ ■ ■ ■ defines an isomorphism r of A with R

for which (d) T contains every y a, then the pm products

(1) TE,--- , TtiRi, ■ ■ ■

constitute a metabelian subgroup G of K(A) which is conformai with A*

From (d) we know that the product of any two elements in the set (1)

is itself in the set. That the pm products (1) are all distinct follows from the

fact that A and R have only the identity in common. That these products

constitute a metabelian group is a consequence of (c). From the existence of

t we know that the order of Rt divides the order of /¿. Although i?¿ and tf are

not necessarily commutative, a simple computation will show that tiRt and

ti have the same order. From this it will follow that G is conformai with A.^

To show that we obtain every regular metabelian group in tT(^4) which is

conformai with A by employing, in the procedure of Theorem I, every

"permissible" subgroup R of 1(A), it is clearly sufficient to show that G is a

regular permutation group. For we know that the permutations of a given

regular permutation group G in K(A) can be derived from those of A by the

equation Si — tfSr*- In §5 we shall prove that every G is a regular group.

That a representation as a regular permutation group of each of the

abstractly distinct metabelian groups which are conformai with G may be

obtained by the process of Theorem I, is a direct consequence of the following :

Theorem II. The holomorph K(A) contains a regular representation of each

of those abstractly distinct metabelian groups which are conformai with A.

* The identical operation of any group is denoted by the letter E.

t We observe that U and i?« need not be commutative; moreover, the y a need not be separately

invariant under G. But it is obvious that every commutator R^ya RkyiF1 must be invariant under

G, and hence under R. That is, the class of {A, R] cannot exceed 2.

This derivation of G from A and R is a special example of a more general "composition" of two

groups. We refer to the following theorem:

Let Q and Q' be two finite groups of orders m and m' respectively, for which the following conditions

hold: (a) the cross-cut of Q and Q' is the identity; (b) Q' transforms Q intojtself; (c) Q and Q' are iso-

morphic under the correspondence Q~E, • ■ ■ , Q?.~S.', ' ' ' , where Q contains all commutators

?i-1?*ï>' Ik1, ?* and q, being any two elements of Q and Q' respectively. Then the m products

(1) QE,---,Qqiq'i,---
constitute a group Q" of order m.

From (c) it is clear thatç<ç/ q¡q' can be brought into the form ?i,Çi?,ç.' q', where ?,-, is in Q.

That is, the product of any two elements in (1) is in the set (1). From (a) we see that these m products

are distinct, since q¡qí =q¡q' leads to q~1qi=q'i qi~1=E.

Of course, Q" and Q are usually not conformai. The simplest additional restriction which will

ensure their being conformai is probably that given by c,-c¿ = ?< g¿.
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Let G and G' be any two such groups, each being represented as a regular

permutation group. Then KiA) on the letters of G and A04) on the letters of

G' are conjugate under some permutation. Hence G' occurs as a regular

group in the holomorph KiA) (on the letters of G).

5. In this section we develop several theorems which, in the main, are

generalizations of theorems in §§2-3. The symbol G is the same as in The-

orem I of §4.

Theorem I. Each G is transformed into itself by the permutations of A ,*

and conversely.

We regard the elements of G as a certain pm products tiRi (see Theorem I

of §4). We write G in cosets with respect to T, where T is the subgroup of

G (and of A) composed of those products for which Ri is the identity. Then

the permutations of A transform each of these cosets into itself. This proves

the first part of our theorem. The converse is obvious.

Theorem II. Each Gis a regular group.

As above, we regard the elements of G as the products tiRi. Since each

permutation of 2(4) omits cri, the initial letter in the permutations of A, we

see that every permutation in G permutes <ti. If a certain permutation, say

/, of G should omit the letter ak, then we could find a permutation t in A such

that t~Ht would omit <ri. From Theorem I of this section we know that this

transform is in G. Hence each permutation of G permutes all the letters of A ;

G is accordingly regular, since it is conformai with A.

Theorem III. All simply-isomorphic regular metabelian groups G' in

KiA) which are conformai with A constitute a complete set of conjugates under

IiA).

Let G' and G" be any two of these simply-isomorphic regular groups in

KiA). Since G' and G" are both regular, they are conjugate under some per-

mutation on the letters of A. Our objective is to show that one such permuta-

tion occurs in 2(4).

We denote the group of inner isomorphisms of G' by H', and that of G"

by H". Of course we regard H' and H" as subgroups of 204). Let T' and r"

denote the centrals of G' and G" respectively. Obviously V and T" are

simply-isomorphic subgroups in A. We denote the permutations of G' by

sí, si, • • ■ and those of H' by S{, S2, ■ ■ ■ , where Si transforms G' ac-

cording to sí. We adopt a corresponding notation for G" and H".

To each permutation of A we assign two symbols, /' and t", in such a

* Of course, we regard A as derived from a regular representation of a given metabelian group G_
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way that the permutations of G' and A (G" and 4) are connected by the

equation ti = siSl" (if = s¡'Si'a). We write Si for 5/-° and Si' for Si'-'.

Then the permutations of G' and of G" are derivable from those of 4 by the

equations

(1) si = t¡ Si

and

(2) si'=ti'Si'

respectively.

We may choose our notation so that a simple isomorphism between G'

and G" is defined by the correspondence

(3) r' ~ r", • • •, T'tisi ~ V'ti'si', • • •, Vtfêj ~ V'ti'sj',

Now (3) requires that 22' and H" be isomorphic under the correspondence

(4) ■■■,Si' ~Si',--,S! ~S/',--- .

Since the product s/$/ corresponds to sí's¡', we obtain 7</ // ¿/ 3/ 3/ ~7,7 '

■t'i't'i'Si'S'i', where 7</ = 3///3/-1i/-1 and 7." =5/'//' 3,"-1//'-1. Since

7i/ must correspond to 7</' under (3), we get

(5) ititiKSiSi) -iti'tpiSi'Si')-

From (4) and (5) we see that (3) involves an automorphism of A, defined by

the correspondence

(6) I" ~ T", • • • , Y'ti ~ T"ti', ■ ■ ■ , T'ti ~ T"t\',

Let II be the permutation in 2(4) which brings about the automorphism

(6). Now II transforms G' into a simply-isomorphic group YL~lG'TL1 and one

readily sees that the permutations of these two groups correspond according

to

(7) r' ~ r", • ■ •, vu si ~ r"//'n-ls<,n,

Since n-^i/n equals7«", it follows that n-x3i II and Si' transform the

permutations of A in the same way. But there is only one permutation in

2(4) which transforms A_m a prescribed manner. Hence Si' is II_15,'II

and G" coincides with n-1G'II. This completes the demonstration of

Theorem III.

As a direct consequence of Theorem III we have

Theorem IV. 4 representation IiG') of the group of isomorphisms of every

G' occurs as a subgroup o/2(4).
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From Theorem III and Theorem IV follows

Theorem V. The number of distinct representations of G' in K(A) equals

the index of I(G') in 1(A).

Theorem VI. Those conjugates of G' (under 1(A)) which are in the holo-

morph K(G') of G' are commutative, each with each, and conversely.

The proof is elementary. Equally obvious is

Theorem VII. The holomorph K(G') is invariant in K(A) if, and only if,

the commutator subgroup of G' is a characteristic subgroup of A.

In retrospect : Theorem I of §4 provides, theoretically at least, a means of

constructing a regular representation of each of the abstractly distinct meta-

belian groups which are conformai with a given one G. By using every sub-

group R of 1(A) which satisfies the conditions laid down in this theorem, we

obtain the totality of regular metabelian groups in K(A) which are conformai

with A. Obviously we obtain this same totality of groups by subjecting the

elements of R to the following additional restrictions: each yi} is invariant

under R; ya=y,Ti (whence follows yu = E).

The process of Theorem I in §4 does not, in general, yield all the meta-

belian groups in .£(.4) which are conformai with A. In fact, when A has

more than 2 I.G.O., then K(A) always contains non-regular metabelian

groups which are conformai with A. We shall not prove this statement; the

demonstration is fairly obvious. Instead, we present the following example.

Let A be a representation as a regular permutation group of the abelian

group of order 27 and type 1, 1, 1. We begin all the permutations of A with

letter ax; we denote by 7(^4) the subgroup of K(A) composed of the permuta-

tions of K(A) which omit ax. Now we can find in A three permutations

Ax, A2, A% which generate A. Also, we can find in 7(^4) a permutation w of

order 3 which is commutative with Ax and A3 and transforms A2 into A2Ax.

We see that ir permutes exactly 18 letters. Since w transforms {Ax, A2} into

itself, it follows that {.4i, A2, ir} is a metabelian group of order 27, each of

whose operations is of order 3. This group is clearly not a regular group.

It is of course simply isomorphic with the regular permutation group

G= {Ax, A2, A3ir}, since aU metabeUan groups conformai with this given A

are abstractly identical.

Arithmetical invariants of G

6. Associated with every given metabelian group G are the following

uniquely-determined abelian groups: A, C, T, G/C, G/T (which is simply

isomorphic with 77). From each of these groups there arises a set of arith-
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metical invariants of G. We enumerate the following:

(1) the r invariants pSl, pSt, - - - , ptr of A ;

(2) the I invariants p91, ■ ■ ■ , pn of C;

(3) the invariants p', p', P'z, • • ■ , P'h of G/T;

(4) the invariants of T;

(5) the invariants of G/C.

To these we add

(6) the number n of I.G.O. for G. We may assume that for each set the in-

variants are arranged in descending order of magnitude.

We shall not go into the question of relationships between these six in-

variants other than to note that qx equals v, while G/T must clearly have at

least two invariants of highest order.

There are two additional invariants of G which are of considerable im-

portance for the development of our theory. These we now proceed to define.

FoUowing the notation of HaU, we denote by 13 a the subgroup composed of

the path powers of the elements of G. These groups 13 a constitute a series of

characteristic subgroups Oi, Os, • • • , l3s, = E of G, each being contained in

those which precede it.* For C we define the series Cx, C2, - - - ,C, = E, where

Ca is the subgroup composed of the ^"th powers of the elements of C. Finally

we have a third series Cx, Ct, ■ ■ ■ ,C, = E, where Ca is the subgroup composed

of those elements of C Which are in 13 a. Obviously Ca contains Ca. In what

foUows we shall be concerned exclusively with the case a = l, i.e. with the

first term in each of these three series.

The two additional invariants of G, to which we referred above, are the

following:

(7) the number h of invariants of C/Cx;

(8) the number l2 of invariants of Ci/Ci.f

Since C/Cx and C/Cx + Cx/Cx are simply-isomorphic, we have h+lt = l.

For the case where C/Cx is the identity there arise so many important

simplifications of the general theory that it is desirable to assign a name to

those groups G for which C=G. Such groups we shall call co-groups. An im-

mediate illustration of their significance is provided by

Theorem I. The quotient group G/13x(G) is abelian if, and only if, G is an

co-group.

The proof follows from the fact that C/Cx is the commutator subgroup of

* Hall, loc. cit., p. 78.
t Obviously the two quotient-groups C/Ci and Ci/Ci are of type 1, 1, • • • .
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G/öi(G).*
For certain small values of m (for m = 3 and m = 4, in particular) these

eight invariants characterize G. It would be an interesting problem to deter-

mine whether for every order of G there exists a set of arithmetical invariants

which completely characterize G: that is, determine G to within an iso-

morphism.

At this point we mention several useful properties of the c?S-subgroup

<p(G) of G. That (a) *(G) is the cross-cut of all subgroups of index p in G,

and that (b) G/i> is of order pn and type 1,1, • • • ,1, are two familiar results

in the theory of prime-power groups. From (b) it follows that f>(G) is gener-

ated by öi(G) and C.

Now i>(4), the </>-subgroup of 4, coincides with öi(4). Obviously öi(4)

is 0°ui(G). Since d"C is C itself, we have

Theorem II. The quotient-group 8a$iG)/$iA) coincides with C/Ci, and is

accordingly of type 1, 1, • • • , 1 to h factors.

From Theorem II follows

Theorem III. For G to be an u-group it is necessary and sufficient that r

equal n. If Gis not an co-group, then r—n must equal h.

We mention here two rather obvious results, which will be of use to us in

what follows. The first is the following: if gx, ■ ■ ■ , gn are a set of I.G.O. for

G, then no product gixig2xt ■ • • gnXn in which an exponent is prime to p can

be in <p(G). The second is

Theorem IV. If G is an co-group, then every operation of G can be ex-

pressed in the form gx = gixlg2Xi ■ ■ ■ gnXn.

To prove this, we note that every operation cr in G can be expressed in

the form gyC, where gy is givlg2"' ■ ■ ■ gnVn and c is some element in C. Since C

is in öi(G), c can be expressed as igzc')p. Then cr can be brought into the form

gvg'pc'v = gv'c"- Since the order of c" is less than the order of c, we can eventu-

ally bring a into the form gx above.

Bases for G

7. Any set of elements gi, g2, • ■ ■ which generate G we shall call a basis

for G. In the classical theory of abelian groups the term basis for Q, where

Q is an abelian group, is used to designate a set of elements qlf q2, ■ • • of Q

such that Q is the direct product of the cyclic subgroups {qi}, {q2},•••. To

* From a theorem of Hall (loc. cit., p. 83) it results that Va/®a+i is abelian for a> 1. More gen-

erally, i5a/Va+ß is abelian for a> 1 and c*È/3.
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avoid confusion, a basis for Q of this sort we shaU refer to as a ¿/-basis for Q.

The fact that every abelian group has a ¿/-basis constitutes the so-called

fundamental theorem in the theory of abelian groups.

We now define four different types of bases for G. For the first three types

we start with a set of I.G.O. for G, namely gx, gt, • ■ ■ , gn. Let gx be any

product gí1^' • • • gn" in which the g,- occur, without repetitions, in the

normal order gx, gt, • • • etc.*

(1) If gx is an element in C only when each factor g<xi is in C, then

gi> • • • » gn are said to constitute a C-basis for G.

(2) If gx is in T only when each factor g? •' is in T, then the g's are said to

constitute a T-basis for G.

(3) If gx is the identity only when each g," is the identity, the g's are

said to constitute a B-basis for G.

A set of elements Pi, P2, ■ ■ • , Pp is said to constitute a uniqueness-basis

(U-basis) for G provided that each operation of G can be represented uniquely

in the form Pxx'P2x> ■ ■ ■ PPX*, where each exponent is a least positive residue

modulo the order of the P to which it belongs.

In what foUows we shaU prove that each of these four types of bases oc-

curs in any given metabelian group G. To prove the existence of a C-basis

is a simple task. We write G in cosets with respect to C and select from every

coset which corresponds to an element of a given (7-basis for G/C an opera-

tion Vi. Now VxXiv2x* • • • is clearly in C only if each VxXl, v2x>, etc., is in C. It

remains only to show that these v's constitute a set of I.G.O. for G. That

they do is readily apparent from the relation G/$(G) = G/C-t-$(G)/C.

To construct a T-basis for G we first write G in cosets with respect to T ;

then, from each of those cosets which correspond to the elements of a ÍZ-basis

for G/T, we select an operation of G, obtaining thereby the h operations

«i, u2, • ■ ■ , «J.

If k = n, then Ux, u2, ■ ■ ■ , uh wiU constitute a set of I.G.O. for G. For

ux — Uxx¡u2x' ■ ■ ■ «a1* is non-invariant in G unless each Xi is divisible by p'*;

we know that <ï>(G) is {öi(G), C] ; hence ux cannot be in <ï>(G) unless each x

is divisible by p.
If h is less than n, we can extend «i, ••■,«» to a set of I.G.O. for G by

adding a certain n—h elements uk+x, ■ • ■ , un. To show that these n—h

elements may be chosen from T, we observe that G/{u] and T/T are

simply-isomorphic, where \u\ is the group generated by U\, • • ■ , un, and T

is the cross-cut of {u} and T. Consequently G = {T, {u}}; hence uh+l, ■ ■ -,«„

may be taken from T.

* Throughout this paper it is assumed that in any indicated product, such as AiXi ■ ■ ■ A,Xr,

Pi"1 • • • P,Xt etc. no subscript is repeated.
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We shall make no further use of these two types of bases. It is, perhaps,

worthwhile to point out that for a given G it is usually impossible to construct

a basis whose elements satisfy any two of the conditions (1), (2), (3) above.

But there are large and important categories of groups G for which every

C-basis is a ¿7-basis. We mention, in particular, those groups G for which

h = n and G/T is of type a,a,--,ct. Those groups G in which every element

(except the identity) is of order p provide a trivial illustration of the case

where every C-basis is simultaneously a T-basis and a 5-basis.

8. We shall now prove that every metabelian group G contains a 23-basis.

That is, we shall show that there always exists a set of n I.G.O., ßi, ß2, • ■ ■ , ßn

with the property that ßix'/32x» • • ■ /3„x» is the identity only when each /3<x.

is the identity.*

We first prove the theorem for groups having two I.G.O. Every set of

I.G.O. must include at least one operation of highest order in G. Let ßi be

such an operation, and let ß2 be an operation in G of lowest possible order

such that ßi and ß2 generate G. We shall now prove that {ßi} and {ß2} can

have only the identity in common.

Suppose that ß2-"" =ßibp", where ftr** is not the identity. Since ßi is of

highest order in G, we may put ei = e2+e3, where e3 = 0. Now

\ßiß?*"Y' = ß^"ß2p"[ß2ß^'ß2lßrhp"Y"-t"+l)l2.

(Since p is an odd prime, ip",+l)/2 is an integer; since j32p* is commutative

with ßi, the order of the element in the brackets divides pe*.) Clearly ßi and

ßüßi*"* generate G. But the order of this second operation is less than the

order of ß2, contrary to assumption. Our theorem, then, is true when G has

two I.G.O.
We proceed by induction, assuming the validity of the theorem for all

groups which have less than n I.G.O. Suppose, now, that G has n I.G.O.

Among the operations of G which can occur in a set of I.G.O., let s be one of

the smallest possible order. We consider the totality of sets of I.G.O. in

which s occurs. For any one of these sets, say St, s2, ■ • ■, sn-i, s the first n — 1

elements generate a metabelian (or abelian) subgroup H of G. Since G is

{H, s}, it is clear that H has exactly n — 1 I.G.O. Hence for H we can find a

2?-basis, say ßi, ß2, ■ • ■ , ßn-i. We now show that ßi, • ■ ■ , ßn-i, s=ß„ must

constitute a 2î-basis for G. Let us assume the contrary; that is, let ßix^ß2x' • • •

■ ßn"7ißr!* = E, where at least one of the X's is not divisible by the order of the ß

to which it belongs. Certainly one of these X's must be X„, since ft, • • • , ßn-i

* This result, in a slightly different form, was proved earlier by the author: Annals of Mathe-

matics, vol. 29 (1928), pp. 6-9.
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are a 73-basis for 77. We have, then, ftx» = ft where ß is some element of 77.

If G contains an element <r such that o-Xn=ftrXn, then oft, will be of order X„

(which is less than the order of s). Since G is {ft, ■ • ■ , ft_i, <rft}, this will

contradict our assumption concerning s. From this assumption we know that

the order of each of the elements ft, • • • , ft_i is at least equal to the order

of s. Hence each constituent ftx* in ß can be regarded as [ft6<]Xn-

Now [ßxh'ßth' ■ ■ ■ /8Î£î]x» can be brought into the form ftx> • • • ft1x»-ic*x",

where c is some element in the commutator subgroup of 77. If c*x» is the

identity, then ft'i ■ • • ßfrzl will serve as the operation a. If not, then we can

find an element c' in the commutator subgroup of G such that ft6' • • •

• ßnn-x c'* raised to the power X„ will equal ftrXn.* We are led, then, to the con-

clusion that no relation ftx'ftx' • ■ • ft,Xn=E can exist unless each X is di-

visible by the order of its ft This demonstrates our theorem.

One naturally asks whether for a certain permutation of the subscripts

1, • • • , n there can exist a relation ß^ß,', ■ ■ • ßQ = E, where at least one ex-

ponent is less than the order of its ft This we can answer in the negative.

Such a relation could be brought into the form

(ß\l ■ ■ ■ £)(«£**' ■ ■ • ct7;;x"-lX") = (ß)(c) = e.

Since iß) could not be the identity, we should have iß) = (c)~19*E. Since iß)

and (c) would be of the same order, at least two of the X's would necessarily

be prime to p. But (ß) could then occur in a set of I.G.O. for G, while (c)

obviously cannot have this property.

9. That every metabelian group G possesses a [/-basis follows from the

recent work of Hall in the field of prime-power groups.f The author, however,

wishes to present his original proof, since the details are widely applicable in

the following sections.

From the definition, it is clear that either (A) and (B) or (A) and (C)

below provide a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the elements

Pi, Pt, ■ ■ ■ , PP to constitute a [/-basis for G :

(A) Px = Pxx'P2x> ■ ■ ■ Pfxf and Pv = PxVi ■ ■ ■ Ppvp represent the same

operation of G only when each Xi—yi is divisible by the order of F,-;

(B) the product of the orders of Px, P2, • •• ,PP equals the order of G;

(C) every operation of G is representable in the form Px.

Although it is not essential, we shall nevertheless find it convenient to

*Cf.(d)of§l.
t Hall, loc. cit., pp. 90-95. Hall proved (a) that every regular ^-group is conformai with an

abelian group; (b) that every regular ¿-group has a i/-basis; (c) that the orders of the elements in a

i/-basis are the invariants of the conformai abelian group.
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regard G as a regular permutation group. We shall, therefore, assume that

the symbols which we employ have the meanings given in the first paragraph

of §4. For the permutation of H which transforms G according to P, we shall

use the letter Si. For convenience, we shall usually write Z\ in place of St".

Before demonstrating the existence of a Z7-basis for G, we shall prove the

following result:

Theorem I. If Pu P2, ■ ■ ■ , Pp constitute a U-basis for G, then PiSi",

P2Sf, • • • , PpSp" will constitute a U-basis for A.

For the elements Ai, A2, • ■ • to constitute a (7-basis for 4 the following

conditions are clearly sufficient:

(i) the product of the orders of Ax, A2, • • • equals the order of A;

(ii) the product Ax = A*1Att ■ • ■ can be the identity only when each

factor A*1, Ai"1, ■ ■ ■ is the identity.

Now the orders of P, and PiSf are the same. Since the product of the

orders of Pi, P2, • • ■ must equal pm, we see that (i) is satisfied for the ele-

ments PiSf.

We proceed to show that (ii) is also satisfied. We know that PX=PV re-

quires that Xj—y,- be divisible by the order of Pf. Now PX = PV is equivalent

to PxPyX = E, and this latter equation may be brought into the form

(1) PxPyl = Pi«»-« • • ■ Pp-ip n CiT^'i-yP =£,* where a,- = P^PjPiPr1-
i<}

In (1) we write z< in place of x¿—y,-, obtaining

(2) Py+zPv1 = Pi"P2*s • • • Pp'oJl CiTVili = E.

Now the product

Au  =   iPlSi'^iPiSi")«* ■  ■  ■   iPpSp")"P

can be reduced to the form

(3) 4U = Piul • • • Pp^n CiTauiuiH Siaui-

Let us suppose that A „ is the identity. Since G and H are isomorphic under

the correspondence P,- ~5<a, we see that A „ = E requires II5<0"< = E.

Since the P.- are a 27-basis for G, we know that equation (2) holds only

when Zi is divisible by the order of P<. By taking y< equal to aw< and z,- equal

to Uj, we see from (3) that Av can be the identity only when the order of

PiSi" divides «,-. This completes our proof.

* Since the elements c,j are commutative, we may use the product sign n. It is nevertheless

desirable to think of the subscripts as occurring in a definite order, preferably the order 12,13, • • • ,

lp, 23, • • • , 2p, • • • , p— 1 p.
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Since the orders of the elements in any [/-basis for A are an invariant of

A, we have, as a coroUary,

Theorem II. The orders of the elements in any U-basis for G are the in-

variants pSl, p*2, ■ ■ ■ , pir of A*

We now state two theorems which assert the existence of a [/■-basis for

any G.

Theorem III. If G is an co-group and Ax, ■ ■ ■ , Ar are the elements of any

U-basis for A, then AxTx, A2T2, ■ ■ ■ , ArTr will constitute a U-basis for G.

Theorem IV. If G is any metabelian group of order pm, p>2, and

Ax, • • • , Ar constitute a primary U-basis for A, then a U-basis for G is given

by the elements AxTx, A2T2, ■ ■ ■ , ATTr.

First we state what is meant by the term primary U-basis for A.

The [/-basis Ai, • • • , AT is said to be a primary U-basis for A provided

that for the associated automorphisms Ti, • •-• , T, (arising from the equa-

tion Si = e-'Ai=AiT,) any product Tx = Ti"Ti'" • • • 2Vr can be the identity

only when the exponent of each Tt which is a principal element of H is di-

visible by p. For the present we shaU assume that A possesses at least one

primary [/-basis; the proof wUl be given in the following section.

If Ai, ■ ■ ■ , Ar are any given [/-basis for A, then the elements AxTx, • • • ,

A,T, have the property mentioned in (B) above. In determining whether

the AiTi constitute a [/-basis for G, the investigation, therefore, centers

upon the equation

(4) (AxTi)xM*Ti)x> ■ ■ ■ (ATTT)X- = (¿iFi)"' • • • (ArTr)y.

This equation we may bring into the form

\P) A. x—yy x—yl x—y — Ti,

where

r

A        = TT.4xi—'*      y       = TT yt*t+vt)l*l—*>i)
è-W        ¿¿     i ' x-y        î£     i,

7,7 being

TiA ,-Ti-iATl;    Tx-V = fi Tf™.
i

For convenience we shaU write z< in place of «¿—y< and «< in place of x,+y<.

One easily sees that equation (5) requires T, = E. Hence (5) reduces to

* Cf. Hall, loc. cit., p. 90.
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(6) 4,7, = E.

If (6) is satisfied only by A,=E, then the AiTf will constitute a (7-basis

for G, since A,=E requires z< = 0 (mod pt{). (The A{ constitute a ¿7-basis for

A.) Our objective is to show that when the Ai are selected according to the

hypothesis of Theorem III or of Theorem IV, then (6) can be satisfied only

by A,=E.
(i) We assume that there exist certain values for the z¿ and u¡ such that

A, equals yrl, where 4, is not the identity. Then Az and 7, must be of the

same order.

(ia) If G is an «-group, then C must be a subgroup of öi(4). We observe

that each commutator yifw in 7, arises from TV and the constituent Aft

of A,. Since no element of a ¿7-basis for A can be in üi(.4), one readily sees

that 4, and 7, cannot be of the same order. For an «-group, therefore, any

¿7-basis of 4 leads to a (7-basis for G.

(ib) Suppose that G is not an co-group. We now assume that At, • • • , A,

are the elements of a primary (7-basis for A. We wish to show that the as-

sumption

(7) A, = 7,-1, A, * E,

is an impossible one.

As an element of A, each 7,-,- can be expressed in the form .4i6>.426» • • • 4r6r.

If the exponent of every 7,-,- in 7, is divisible by p" (but not by pa+1), then

each exponent z,- in Az must be divisible by p". In this case there must exist

an element Aa in A, whose order does not exceed p", such that AaAx> equals

7,--1, where z,- is p"zi, while 4,/ and yz> are derived from 4, and 7, respec-

tively by substituting z/ for z,-, leaving u} unchanged. Then at least one of the

exponents in 7,- will be prime to p. As we shall see, the argument is unaf-

fected by the presence of the factor 4a, since 4a is of lower order than At>.

We shall, therefore, assume that in equation (7) the exponent of one of the

7,-,-, say of yab"a'b, is prime to p. Then Ab'b must be a principal element of A.

Since 4 b'b occurs in 7,-1, some constituent of 7,, say 7cdu<='J, must contain A 0 ,

where X is some exponent prime to p. Obviously uczd must be prime to p,

and y cd must be a principal element of A. Consequently Td must be a

principal element of H.

We recall that equation (5) is possible only when

T. = T^T2'* ■ ■ -r/' • • • Tr'' is the identity.

But the assumption that At, • • • , A, are a primary ¿7-basis and the con-

clusion above that zd must be prime to p are clearly incompatible. In the case
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of a primary ¿7-basis At, • • • , A,, the assumption (i) can never be realized.

This completes our demonstration of Theorem IV.

10. Theorem IV of §9 is clearly of little value unless we prove that A

contains a primary ¿7-basis. We indicate a method for constructing a pri-

mary ¿7-basis, starting with any ¿7-basis At, ■ • • , Ar oi A. The order of Ai

is of course psf; we assume the inequalities Sie S2è • • ■ ̂  5r.

It is a well known fact that the r elements

(1) Ai = 4ioil42°<» • • • 4r°" ii = 1,2, •■• ,r)

will constitute a ¿7-basis for A, provided that the a,-,- are any integers for

which (a) the determinant |a,-,-| is prime to p, and (b) a,-,- is divisible by

p'r'i for i>j. We propose to determine the a<,- so that A{, ■ ■ • , A' will be

a primary ¿7-basis for 4.

If the Ti's satisfy no relation of the form

(2) rixir2x* • • • 2> = e

in which a X is prime to p, then the initial ¿7-basis At, ■ ■ • , AT will be a pri-

mary ¿7-basis. In the contrary case, let Xa be the first X in the sequence

Xi, X2, • • ■ which is prime to p, taking into account the totality of relations

of type (2). If Ta is the identity, we eliminate Ta from every relation of

type (2) and proceed to the next X which is prime to p. If not, we replace 4 „

(in the set A, • • • , 4r) by

Aa=Aa°Aa°Ü-- ■ AV.

Then for the permutation TJ of H which is associated with 4 „' we shall have

the equation

(3) r;= rrxT2-x» • • • r^rS

where Xi, • • • , Xa-i are all divisible by p. From the remaining relations of

type (2) we eliminate Ta by means of the equation Ta = rrxixa_1 • • • TV*»*«""1,

arranging, of course, the elements in each new relation according to the se-

quence Tt, T2, • • • , Ta-i, Ta+i, ■ • • . If none of the exponents in these new

relations is prime to p, our process is at an end; otherwise, we proceed as

before until we eventually determine a set of elements Ai, ■ ■ ■ , Ai for

which a certain h of the P"s, say Tf[, Tt't, ■ ■■ , T, ', constitute a set of

I.G.O. for H, while each of the remaining T"s is of the form

T'<kp . . . T'di>P* «1 X «A

That Ai, ■ ■ ■ , Ai constitute a ¿7-basis for 4 is obvious from the fact that

| a,-,-| equals XaXa' • • • , while Xa, Xa', • • • are all prime to p. (See (a) above;
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the elements below the main diagonal in |a¿,| are aU zeros.)

From Theorems I and III of §9, in connection with the equation /, = 0°j„

we know that for every co-group the elements of a [/-basis for G correspond

to the elements of a [/-basis for A, and conversely. That this correspondence

is not necessarily a reciprocal one when G is not an co-group is clear from the

following example.

Let G be the metabelian group defined by the relations

Jr* = Jí* = J(r° = E, ST StSx  = J2J0, J1J0 = J0J1, StSo  = SoS2.

Let a be the smallest positive root of the congruence 2a+1 =0 (mod p). By

an easy computation we can show that ^4i=Ji5i°, At = StS2a, As=Ar1ArlSo~a

constitute a [/-basis for A. But AxTx, A2T2, A3T3 do not constitute a [/-basis

for G, since Ax = (AxTxYl(A2T2)Zi(AsTi)X3 is the identity for Xx=Xt=x3

(mod p). In fact, for xx=x2=x3 = l (mod p), Az reduces to SxStS^sfho,

which is clearly the identity.

Properties associated with a given basis

11. Having demonstrated the occurrence in G of each of the four types

of bases, we now propose to develop certain "non-invariant" properties

which are associated with a particular choice of a basis for G. From this

point on, the letters ft, ft, ■• -, ft, shall represent a special kind of 73-basis,

namely an MB-basis, which we define in the following manner: With every

73-basis of G there is associated a number x, which equals the sum of the orders

of the elements in this U-basis. Those 7?-bases for which x is a, minimum in

G we shall call MB-hases.

Let the elements of any M7i-basis be denoted by ft, ft, • ■ • , ft, of orders

p\ • • • , p*« respectively, where 771 è772e •• • è*7*. We know that every

operation of G can be represented in the form ft' =ftc, where ft equals

ßxx'ß2xt • • • ft% while c is some element of C. Furthermore, we know that

the order of ft is the order of its constituent ft1; of highest order. We now prove

a result which is of great importance in the following development of the

theory.

Theorem I. If ft is a principal element of G, then the order of ft,' is the

order of that one of its constituents ft'i, ß2\ ■ ■ ■ , ftx», c which is of highest order.

The theorem is clearly true when ft and c are of unequal orders. So we

assume that ft and c are both of order pa, while ft' is of order pb, b<a. For

the purpose of demonstrating the impossibility of the inequality b < a, it is

permissible to assume that (a) among all the products ft' =ftc of a principal

element of G into an element of C where ft' is of lower order than ft, there is
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none whose order is less than ph.

Let xa be the first one of the exponents Xi, x2, • • • , x„ in ßx which is prime

to p. We wish to show that by replacing in our given .MP-basis the element

ßa by ßi, we shall obtain a P-basis. Since the sum of the orders of the ele-

ments in this new basis will be less than l,pi<, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, we shall

arrive   at  a   contradiction,   since   2/»'*   is  a  minimum   in   G.

Now ft, • • • , ßa-i, ßi, ßa+i, ■ ■ ■ , ßn will generate G. Hence we have only

to prove that ft. = E, where ft is ftx > • • • ß^ißi x« • • • ßn*», requires that each

X be divisible by the order of the element to which it belongs. If Xa is divisible

by />*, then there is nothing to prove. So we assume that pd, the highest power

of p which divides Xa, is less than p*.

In ß\ we replace ßi by ßxc and bring the result into the form ft' =ftxi+xa*i

ßaKxa ■ ■ ■ ßn^n+\xncKc, where c is a product of commutators, each of whose

exponents is divisible by Xa. Let p6 be the highest power of p that divides

every exponent in ßi. Clearly e is not greater than d.

Now we can find in G an operation ßi =ßtc', where ft is a principal ele-

ment ßi'iß2'* ■ ■ ■ ßn'n in G, such that ft'"" equals ßi (see (d) of §1). The order

of 0, is clearly greater than p"; the order of ßi is p", since ßi is the identity.

This, however, involves a contradiction of assumption (a), since e is less

than b. We conclude, therefore, that d must equal b. This completes the

demonstration of Theorem I.

Theorem II. If an operation s of G can be represented in the form ßx, where

each exponent x¿ is a least positive residue modulo p"¡, then the Xi's are uniquely

determined.

Suppose that i is given by ßx and also by ßy, where ßy is ft^'ft"* • • • ft"".

Then ßx=ßy leads to ßxßy~1 = E. This latter equation can be reduced to the

form ßx-ycx-y=E, where ft_„ is ft1»-»» ■ ■ ■ ft?»-1"' and cx-y isH«,«*/-»***/-»/*,

dj being ft^ft-ftft"1. Our theorem will follow if we can show that ßx-y must

be the identity, since ft_„=P requires x¿—y,=0 (mod />'•).

Suppose that ft_„ is not the identity. Then each exponent in ßx-y must

be divisible by p; otherwise, ßx-y could not be in the c/>-subgroup of G. Let p"

be the highest power of p that divides every x<—y,-. Since every exponent in

cx-y contains one of the x,-—y<, we can find in G an operation ßi =ß,c'

=ßi'1ß2'' • • ■ ßnnc', such that ß, is a principal element of G, and such that

X,'*" is ßx-ycx-y. Since the order of ßz exceeds p", this leads to a contradiction

of Theorem I. Hence /3X_V must be the identity.

Theorem III. If G is an (¿-group, then emery B-basis is a U-basis, and con-

versely.
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To prove the "conversely" we need only to show that the elements

Px, Pi, • ■ ■ , Pr of a [/-basis constitute a set of I.G.O. for G. The <£-subgroup

of an co-group is öi(G) Clearly a product Pix'P2x» • • • P/r can be a pth power

in G only when each X is divisible by p.

To prove the first part of our theorem we make use of Theorem IV of §6.

Knowing that we can express every operation j of G in the form

ß~x = ßxXlß2Xl ■ ■ ■ ßnXn, where ft, ß2, ■ ■ • , ß„ are a 73-basis for G, we have only

to show that j is uniquely represented by ft, whenever the exponents xt are

least positive residues.

In the proof of Theorem II above we use the assumption that ft, ft, • ■ -, ft

are an M73-basis in order to show that ft=ft requires ßx-y=E. But if G is

an co-group, we can prove this without requiring that the fts constitute an

MP-basis. If ft, ft, • -, ft are simply a P-basis, then ßx-y=E wül hold only

when each *,•—y< is divisible by the order of the ft to which it belongs. In the

case of an co-group every commutator can be expressed in the form

ßxdiPßidiP ■ ■ ■ ßndnp. From this we see that ft_„ and cx-v (in Theorem II) can

never be of the same order unless each is the identity. That is, if G is an

co-group, then in Theorem II we may replace our assumption that

ft, ft, • • • , ft are an A/P-basis by the weaker assumption that they are a

P-basis.

From this modified form of Theorem II we see that the elements

ft, ft, • -, ft satisfy the requirements (A) and (C) of §9 and accordingly

constitute a [/-basis for G.

Theorem IV. If G is an w-group, then every B-basis is an MB-basis.

This follows directly from Theorem III, since the orders of the elements

of a [/-basis are an invariant of G.

Theorem V. The orders of the elements in any MB-basis for G are an in-

variant of G.

When G is an co-group, this follows directly from Theorem III. We let

ft, ft, • • ■ , ft, of orders />", p">, ■ • • , p*» respectively, and ft', ft', • • • , ft',
of orders p\, p\, ■ • • , />'», be any two AfP-bases for G. We may assume

the inequalities »712: t]2 ̂  • • • ^ ij„ and 77/ è vi â • • • è vi • Now 771 and 771

must be equal. Let 77,»' be the first one of the t7"s which differs from its cor-

responding 77, and let r¡a' be less than 77,,. Now the elements ft', • • • , ft'

can be expressed in terms of the fts by means of the equations

(1) ft' = ftoilft°i2 • • • ftoi"c< (* = 1, 2, • • • , n)

where Cx, • ■ ■ , c„ are elements of C. Since the ß"s are a set of I.G.O. for G, it

is obvious that the determinant |a,-,| must be prime to p. Since the order of
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ft' is p"«', either (b) aai, aa2, • • •, aaa are divisible by pn-"a'', ^>i»-i<*', • - ■, pía-**,'

respectively, or (c) the order of ßia«iß2aai ■ ■ ■ ft°<*n exceeds the order of ft'.

In case (b), the determinant | a,-,-| would be divisible by p, while in case (c),

we should have a contradiction of Theorem I. Consequently, ?7¿' must equal

77,-, for i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n.

To our list of invariants in §6 we may add the invariants pi¡, pi>, ■ ■ ■ , p"».

Obviously 771 equals ¿¡1. That these invariants coincide with a certain n of the

invariants />5», p6>, • • ■ , ps* is a consequence of the following result.

Theorem VI. By the addition of a certain r—n terms every MB-basis can

be extended to a U-basis for G.

For «-groups the theorem is trivial. We therefore assume that G is not

an «-group.

(i) We first show that Ax = 6aßi, 42 = 0aft, - - - , 4n = 0aft constitute a

¿7-basis for the subgroup A' oí A which they generate.

(ii) Next we show that we can select from A a certain r — n elements

4„+i, • • • , Ar such that 4i, • • • , 4r will constitute a ¿7-basis for A.

(iii) Finally, we prove that d~aAi, ■ ■ ■ , 8~aAr constitute a ¿7-basis for G.

Proof of (i). We have only to show that the equation

(2) A^Ai* ■ ■ ■ A¿» = E

holds only for X< divisible by pu. Now 0°ft equals ftS<a, where St transforms

G according to ft. In (2) we replace each A ¿ by ft-5,-° and bring the result into

the form

(3) ftXlftx° • • • ftx»n CiT**' = E,

where <;<,- is S^ßjSißf1.

Now ftXiftx» • • • ftlXn cannot be in <p(G) unless each X,- is divisible by p.

Consequently, every exponent aX<X} must be divisible by p2. Evidently

ftXl • • • ft.x" must be the identity, if equation (3) is to hold. Since the ft s are

an 12P-basis, each X< must be divisible by pu. Since the order of A < is />'»',

we see that 4' is the direct product of {4i}, {.42}, etc.

Proof of (ii). We write 4 in cosets with respect to 4'. Let Qh Q2, ■ ■ ■ , Oj,,

of orders pti, p**, ■ ■ • , ffh, be any 27-basis for A/A'.* We wish to show that

the coset of A which corresponds to Q,-,j = 1, 2, • • • , h, contains an operation

of order pti.

* One sees that A/A' and C/Ci have the same number of invariants. Furthermore, h equals

r—n (see §6).
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Now this coset contains an element CjOÍC which is a principal element of

C and is not in ¡3x(A). If c,- is of order pt¡, then we denote it by the letter

-4n+J- and add it to the set Ax, • ■ •, An. If not, then there must exist an equa-

tion

(4) c/í = (^i6'^262 • • • An*")11*,

where the element in the parenthesis is a principal element of A'. We propose

to show that £ must exceed f,-. We replace, in (4), each A, by ftSi". We may

then bring (4) into the form

(5) (ft6lft6j- • ■ ßnb")pi= cpc/'.

(It is clear that (Si"6« • • ■ 5„ai"')p{ must be the identity.) If £ is not greater

than f/, we can determine an element c' in C such that ft6' ■ • ■ ft6nc_1e'ep '•

will be of order pt. Since ft6ft6- • • • ft6» is a principal element of G whose

order exceeds pi, we have a contradiction of Theorem I. For the element

^4„+J- we may therefore take Cj(AxbiA2b» • • • A„hn)~p '. Obviously the r

elements Ax, ■ ■ ■ , An, An+x, • • • , -4n+¡1_r constitute a [/-basis for A.

Proof of (iii). Let Tlt T2, ■ ■ ■ , TT be the permutations of 77 which corre-

spond by means of the equation j, = ö~a/j to Ax, ■ • • , Ar as determined in

(i) and (ii) above. From the manner of selection ior Ax, A2, ■ ■ ■ , AT it is

clear that no Tn+j can be a principal element of H (observe the inequality

£>f ,• above). Again, every product A^fA3^' • ■ • Azr must be in <1?(G).

Now the equation

(6) (AiTi)'i ■ ■ ■ (ArTr)" =-(AxTi)" ■ • ■ (AtTr)"

can be brought into the form

(7) ft*1-*1'   •  •  ßnXn-""   =  ft,

where ft is in <p(G). We know that (7) can exist only if each xt—y,-,

i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n, is divisible by p. We also know that (6) requires that the 7"s

satisfy the equation

(K) Txi-l/l   .   .   .   Tïn-KnTxn+l-lW+l   .   .   .   T^r-Vr = J?
K"J A X ± n x n+1 x r '-"

Consequently, in the particular equation (8) which arises from a given equa-

tion (6) the exponent of every T which is a principal element in 77 must be

divisible by p.* Hence the proof of Theorem IV in §9 is applicable to the

[/-basis Ax, ■ • ■ ,Ar,as determined in (i) and (ii) above. Having proved that

* In the hypothesis of Theorem IV in §9 we demanded this property of every equation

Ti*' ■ • • Tr'r=E. Obviously it is sufficient to require it only for that particular equation which arises

from equation (5) of §9.
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4i7\, • • •, ArTr constitute a ¿7-basis for G, our demonstration of Theorem VI

is at an end. It is, of course, obvious that the orders of the A{Ti, viz.,

pi,, pi,, ■ ■ ■ , pi", pti, ■ ■ ■ , p*h, do not, in this sequence, necessarily coincide

with Ps', ps', ■ ■ ■ , P6' respectively.

We now mention two theorems, which are rather obvious consequences

of the definition of a ¿7-basis.

Theorem VII. If Pi, P2, • • • , Pr are any U-basis for G, then the order of

Px = Pi^Pü12 • • • Pf' is the order of its constituent Pz' of highest order.

Theorem VIII. If P,„ P.„ ■ ■ ■ , P.r are the elements Pu P2, ■ ■ • ,Pr above

written in any arbitrary sequence, then each element of G can be expressed uniquely

in the form P.,x>Pt,x* ■ ■ ■ P,,3*, where each exponent is a least positive residue

modulo the order of the element to which it belongs.

The proofs are easily supplied.

We now prove the complement to Theorem VI.

Theorem IX. Let Pi, P2, • • • , Pr be any U-basis for G. Any n elements

P.„ P«„ • • ■ , P«„ iof this U-basis) which generate G will constitute an MB-

basis for G.

Since Pi, • • • , P, generate G, it is obvious that a certain n of them, say

-f« i> " " ' » P»n, wm constitute a set of I.G.O. for G. Let the orders of these be

pi,, p\', ■ ■ ■ , pi«, 771^772' ^ • • • ^77„'. Let ft, ft, • • • , ft, of orders

p\ pi!} ■ ■ • , pi«, 771 ^772^ • • • ^77«, be any MP-basis for G. Our theorem

will follow if we can show that 77/ must equal 77,-, i = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , n, since

P,„ • ■ • , P,„ constitute at least a P-basis.

Now each ft-, i = l, 2, ■ ■ • , «,. can be expressed in the form

ßi = P,,anPt,au ■ ■ ■ P,nainCi, where d is some element of C. Suppose that r¡i

is the first of the 77 "s, in the sequence 77/, 773', ■ • • , 77«', which differs from

its corresponding 77. Since 7ja' cannot be less than 77«, we take r¡i >r¡a. Now

I Oij\ must be prime to p (see proof of Theorem V). Hence at least one of the

exponents a.i, a,-2, • • ■ , a<„ in every ft must be prime to p. So we take a,-*

prime to p. As an element of G, c< can be expressed uniquely in the form

P.^Pi,12 • • ■ P«nI"2',„+1:c»+i • • • (see Theorem VIII). In this expression each

x,; j = l, ■ ■ • ,n, is divisible by p, since no product P./iP,,"» • • • P./» can be

in C unless each y¿ is divisible by p. We can therefore express ft in the form

ß    =   p<Hl+i«lP .   .   .   polX+6ixp .  .   .   po¡„+i¡„ppí¡,»+i  .   .   .
^» *i »X »n «n+1

From this we see that the order of ft- is at least equal to the order of P,x,

which is 77x' (see Theorem VII). Consequently, for i >j, a,-,- must be divisible

by pii'-ii. Taking i = a, weisee that aai, aa2, ■ • ■ , aaa must be divisible by
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/>'i-'a, pti'-'a, ■ • ■ , pia'-ia respectively. But for r¡¿ >r¡a, this would lead to

|a,-,| =0 (mod p). Hence the assumption r¡¿ >t\a is impossible, and the ele-

ments P. „ P,„ • • • , P.. must constitute an MB -basis for G.

Defining relations for G

12. In this section we shaU develop a compact set of abstract defining re-

lations for G which arise from the elements Pi, P2, • • • , Pr of a given [/-basis

forG.

As before, we denote the orders of Pi, P2, ■ ■ ■ by p\, ps,, • • • . We de-

fine the symbol RP'(q) to be the least positive residue of q modulo p'. Again,

by the symbol 2?[Piw • • • P,1*]—in short, P[P*]—we mean the result ob-

tained by replacing each exponent Xi by its least positive residue modulo />'«.

That is,

(1) R[Pxxl ■ ■ ■ P/<]

is the product of r terms P,x<, where P,=Pp«,(a;,). Let P,-, be defined by the

equation P<, = P^PjPiPf1, and let p6a denote the order of P„. We know that

each Pa can be represented uniquely in the form

(2) Pa = Pp«Pf*<i ■ ■ • Pr6r<>,

where the exponents are least positive residues. Although every P<, is invari-

ant in G, the constituents PJ'aU need not be separately invariant under G.

We know, however, that the order of Pk~1PahaiiPkPa-''ai,; i,j,k = l,2, ■ ■ ■ ,r,

is less than the order of P,,-. From this fact we see that by using equations

(2) we can ultimately bring any product PXPV (where the x's and y's are arbi-

trary integers) into the form Px>=PxXi'P2Xi' • • • Pf*. For instance, the first

step in this reduction is to bring PxPy into the form

pxi+VX .  .  .   pxr+VrTJ   Pxjyi
X r J--A-      ii

»<3

, Now Px and P„ are operations of G, whether or not we regard the x's

and y's as least positive residues. But if we wish to obtain a unique represen-

tation for each operation of G, we must obviously replace Px by P[PX]. In

view of the inequalities S,-,- ^ 5,-, b{j i£ S;-, it is clearly a matter of indifference,

in bringing PxPy into the form P[PX-], whether we reduce exponents after

| each step (after adding together Xx and yi, for instance) or whether we make

only a single reduction,-—on the exponents of Px>. Let us adopt this latter

point of view with the proviso that in the course of bringing PxPy into the

form Px> we drop out aU elements P,-x«- for which the exponent X,- is for-

mally divisible by ps<, i = l, 2, ■ ■ • , r. This, of course, amounts to treating

the x's and y's as unknowns during the process of constructing Px>. We see,
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therefore, that the exponents of Px> can be given in terms of the x's and y's

by the equations xi =x<+yi+/<(xi, • • -, xr, y\, • • • , yr), i = l, 2, • ■ ■ , r,

where /,- is either identically zero or a rational integral function of the x's

and y's, each term of which is at least of the first degree in both x and y. In

view of the congruence xp ' (p~1) s 1 (mod />6«), we may assume that the

exponent of each x or y in /, does not exceed ps<~^ ip — i). Let us write Pw

for R[PX-]. Then the exponents of Pw are given by the equations

(3) Wi = Rpi<ixi + yi + fi) ii - 1, 2, • • • , r).*

Now each of the pm operations R [Px] of G is completely characterized by

the exponents

Rp'i(xi) 0'= 1, 2, ••• ,r).

Consequently, G is completely defined by the r numbers p\, p\, • ■ ■ , ps'

and the equations (3) above. One readily sees that the form of the functions

fi depends, in general, upon the particular ¿7-basis Pi, P2, • • • , Pr which we

select.

If each component x,- in the vector vx = (xi, x2, • • • , xr) is a least positive

residue modulo phf, then vx has pm distinct values. Now equations (3) associ-

ate with any two vectors vx and vy a unique product vw = vxvy. It is clear that

under the law of multiplication defined by (3) those pm vectors constitute a

representation of G. Under the multiplication defined by

Wi = Rptiixi + y¿)

they constitute a representation of A. The "divergence" of G from its con-

formal abelian group is measured, so to speak, by the r functions /,-.

It is worthwhile to mention two other representations of G which arise

from equations (3). If in (3) we hold the y's fixed and let the x's range over

all permissible values (i.e., least positive residues), then there is defined a

regular permutation (Jj, ) of the pm vectors. So we may regard (3) as defining

a representation of G as a regular permutation group GT.

If in (3) we regard the x's as unknowns and the y's as residues, then for a

given set of values yh ■ ■ ■ , yT there is defined a transformation Ty, which is

not necessarily linear. That is, (3) gives rise to a representation of G as a

congruence group Gr. It is a simple task to verify the fact that GT and GT are

simply isomorphic under the correspondence

(I   )~T"-_ \vvy/

* The x's and y's in equations (3) are to be regarded as unknowns; this point of view is essential

for certain interpretations of (3) which we shall mention later. Of course in the computation above

we are concerned only with values of the x's and y's which are least positive residues.
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13. In §12 we indicated a means for constructing a set of defining rela-

tions for G, starting from a given [/-basis for G. In §13 we set ourselves a

similar task, with reference to the operations of a given MP-basis. First,

however, we shall prove the following "existence" theorem.

Theorem I. Let Pi, P2, ■ ■ • , Bnben operations which satisfy the following

conditions and no others:

(1) the order of B{ is p^i, i = 1, 2, ■ • • , ».;

(2) the order of Bi,- is pin, where P„ is Bt^BjBíBj1;

(3) va^Vi, Va^vr,
(4) BiBik=BjkBi, i, j, k = l, 2, • • • , n; the symbols* n, iji, rjjk are arbitrary,

but fixed, positive integers. Then Pi, P2, • • • , P„ will generate a metabelian

(or abelian) group F, whose order is p *«*-**#*.

It is, of course, permissible to assume 77,- >0. If F exists, then the P, plus

those Bjk which are not the identity will surely constitute a [/-basis for P.

This suggests the introduction of the vector

Vx  =   \Xx,  X2,  •   •   ■   ,  Xn,  Xx2,  Xx3,  '   -   •   ,  Xxn,  X23,  '   '   '   ,  Xtn,  '  '  '   ,  Xn—X,n),

where the x¡ and the xjk, j<k, are least positive residues modulis />'» and

p*ik respectively.! The symbol vx has «+«(» —1)/2 components (each com-

ponent for which 77,i is zero is represented by a zero) ; two symbols are to be

regarded as distinct unless their components are identical. We readily see

that vx has psii+vjk distinct values. We propose to show that the symbols vx

constitute a group of this order, under the law of multiplication given by

vw=vxVy, where the components of vw are defined by

wt = RMxí + yi) ii = 1, 2, • • • , n);

wjk = Rp<iitixjk + yjk + xky,)        (J = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n; k = 2, ■ ■ ■ ,n;j < k).

We outline a method for proving that the four group-postulates are satis-

fied. Obviously (5) associates with any two symbols vx and vv a unique prod-

uct vw; from (3) it is easy to show that multiplication is associative. The

element v0, for which every component is a zero, has the characteristic prop-

erty of an identity: i.e., v0vx = vxv0 = vx. By computation, we find that the

components of ivx)* are given by
/             X(X - 1)       \

(6)      */ = Rp\i\xi), i = 1, • • • , n;   xjk   = Rpi¡t[ X*ía -\-x¡xk ).

* We justify this choice of symbols on the grounds that the 7?,-'s will ultimately be identified

with the elements of an If B-basis for a given G.

t From (2) and (4) it follows that B,-, must equal Bit1; consequently rja equals ij«. For x¡t, ac-

cordingly, we are justified in assuming j< k.
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From (6) we see that (s,)"« equals v0, where nx is the smallest positive integer

satisfying the simultaneous congruences nxXi=0 (mod pu); nxxik=0 (mod

pijk). The results of this paragraph show that the symbols vx constitute a

group.

To show that this group is metabelian (or abelian) we construct

v,=vx-\vxvy~1. Its components are given by

(7) Zi = 0, i = 1,2, ■■■ ,n;  zjk = RPi,kixjyk - xkyj).

By referring to (5) we readily see that the commutator v, is commutative with

every vx.

It remains to associate the symbols P, and Bik with the symbols vx. We

define v{, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, to be that vector for which the component x,- is

1 while the remaining components are zeros. We define vik as that vector for

which the component xjk is 1 while the remaining components are zeros. From

(6) it follows that the order of each tj,- is pii, while the order of each vjk is

pijk. From (7) we observe that vjk and v^H^far1 are the same. As symbols,

therefore, Vi and P, are interchangeable; the same is true of vjk and Bik. This

completes the proof of Theorem I.

Let us now assume that the numbers n, 77,-, 77,-* are no longer arbitrary,

but represent respectively the number of I.G.O., the order of ft, the order of

cik(=ßT1ßkßißk~1), where ft, ft, •• -, ft are the elements of a given MB-

basis for a given metabelian group G. We construct the group F, as in The-

orem I above. Each of its operations is given uniquely by the symbol

B   = BX1BX* ■ ■ ■ Bx"T\Bxv,
x 12 n    -»■-*.       »,   »

where the exponents are least positive residues.* Let ip be defined as the opera-

tion of replacing in Bx each P, by ft and each Bjk by cjk. That is, ^(Px) =ft,

where ft is

ft*i ■ • -ft'-ITcr/-
i<k

We know that every operation of G is representable (although not necessarily

uniquely) in the form ft.

We state without proof two results, whose verification presents no diffi-

culty : (a) the number of formally distinct representations of a given element

a of G in the form ft equals the number of formally distinct representations

of the identity of G; (b) the operation \¡/ defines an isomorphism of F with G.

Let Pi denote that subgroup of F which corresponds to the identity of G in

* We agree always to write the factors of ni},-,*« in the same order, although the particular

order which we adopt is clearly a matter of indifference; we furthermore agree that those ¿5,-» for

which ij,-» is zero shall not occur in HB< ,-*»>.
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this isomorphism. Of course, G is simply isomorphic with F/Fx.

Let A7i, N2, ■ ■ ■ , N„, denote an AfP-basis for Px. Of course, each A7,- is

representable uniquely in the form

(8) ar« = *!"•• -b^ub';?      (¿ = i, •••,«!).
3<A

By applying the operation ^ to every element of Pi we obviously get all the

formally distinct representations ft(£) of the identity of G. We readily see

that every relation ft = E in G can be derived from the nx relations

(9) ß\n • • • /3f<" ¡I ft" = E (¿-1, •• •,«!).*
1 "       ,<A     '*

Now the data given by (1 ),•■•, (4), (9) were determined from the ele-

ments of a particular M P-basis for G. With these data at hand we are able

to identify any product of powers of the symbols ft and c,a with a definite ele-

ment of G. In this sense, therefore, we may regard (1), ■ • • , (4) and (9) as

constituting a set of abstract defining relations for G.

14. In this section we shall outline a third method for defining G, which

amounts to a specialization of the procedure developed in §§3-4. The nota-

tion which we shall employ is the same as that given in §4 and in §9, assum-

ing, of course, that G is represented as a regular permutation group.

Let Ax, ■ ■ ■ , Ar, of orders p\, ■ ■ ■ , pSr, be the elements of any [/-basis

for A, and let Ajk be defined by the equation Ajk = Tf1AkTiAk-1, j, k

= 1, 2, • • ■ , r. As an element in A, Ajk may be represented in the form

(1) Ajk = Ax'kxAfU- ■ ■ A/k

(the letter j in a'kx is a superscript, not an exponent). Since each operation

Tj replaces A k by A kA jk, we may represent F, by the substitution

Ax-*A{ = Ax<+lA2ali ■ • • AfL,

(2) .

Ar^Ai = A&A& ■ ■ ■ Ar<+1.

The matrix of the exponents in (2) we shall call Mf.

We know that the operation d~a (see §3) when applied in turn to each

element of A yields all the operations of G. In particular,

Q-'Ax^Af* ■ ■ ■ Ax' is iAxxi • ■ ■ Ax')iTxxl ■ • • Tx').

* In connection with the various representations ßx(E) of the identity of G, which we may de-

note by ßv'cv', where

ßv'=ßi"1 • • • /V» and Cy'=Ucik",i;

it is of some interest to note that the order of &,' cannot exceed the order of cv". Ii ß,'cv" is one of the

»i elements^(JVi), »'=1,2, • • • , n¡, then either &,' is the identity or /V and „/ are of the same order.
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Since each T,- is completely characterized by its matrix M¡, it follows that G

is defined by the orders of 4i, A2, ■ ■ ■ , Ar, the exponents in the r matrices

Mi, M2, ■ ■ ■ , Mr, and the operation 0_o.*

From the known properties of G we may state certain necessary condi-

tions which the elements of M, must fulfill. Since

(3') the order of T,- divides the order of A,-,

(3) each a/k is divisible by p^-ii for i > k ;

since

(4') every Ajk is commutative with every Z\-,

(4) 2~lalka\i must be a multiple of pil where j, k,l, u,v range independently

from 1 to r. From the equality

(5') Aik=Ar-/

we obtain

(5) a^+a",=0 (mod p*i), u,v,1 = 1,2, ■•■ ,r.

As a special case of (5) we have

(6) a,}=0 (mod p»>), i,j = l, ■ ■ ■ , r,

which may be derived immediately from the fact that

(6') Ti is commutative with 4,-, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r.

From the conclusions of the paragraph above we derive two additional

results :

(7) the matrix of the exponents in T¡x is given by

aux + 1     ai2x OirX \

(Mi)'
i

\a x
rl

7

ar2x a„x + 1)

(8) the matrix for T*XT2' ■ ■ ■ Tr*T is given by

2~1 a^Xk +  1  •  •  •    J2 alrXk

]C arixk
\ k-l

23 arrxk + 1

The foregoing results, as well as the symbols involved, are based on the

assumption that we are given a regular permutation group G. The operations

0 and Tj, as originally defined, have a meaning only when every permutation

* For this method of defining G it is clearly a matter of indifference whether or not the elements

r^A¡=AiT¡ (¿=1, 2, ■ • • ,r)
constitute a (7-basis for G.
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of G is regarded as known. We wish to reinterpret the operations T,- quite

apart from the assumed existence of G, under the sole assumption that

At, • • ■ , A, are a ¿7-basis for a given abstract abelian group 4. (We do not

think of 4 as having any particular concrete representation.) As above, we

shall denote the orders of Ai, • ■ ■ , Ar by psi, ■ ■ ■ , psr respectively.

We now define T¡, j = l, ■ • ■ , r, to be the substitution 4i—*A{, • • • ,

Ar-+Ai, which is given by (2) above. For this substitution to define an auto-

morphism of 4, it is necessary and sufficient that the r2 elements a\h be in-

tegers which satisfy the following two conditions: (a) the determinant | M,-\

of Mj is prime to P; (b) for i>k, a3ik is divisible by p**-1*. Let us assume that

the elements of Mj have any integral values which satisfy (3), (4), and (5)

above. Since (3) and (b) are identical, in order to show that T¡ now defines

an automorphism of A, it is sufficient to prove that | M,-\ is prime to p. This

we can derive as a consequence of (4). Or, from (7), which was derived from

(4), we see that some power of M,- is the identity matrix, whence | M,\ must

surely be prime to p. As a consequence of these restrictions which we have

imposed on the elements of Mj, it follows that the operations Ti, • • • , Tr

may be interpreted as automorphisms of 4.

In the course of verifying that (3) follows from (3'), (4) from (4'), (5)

from (5') it becomes evident that these three statements are reversible, in

the sense that (3'), (4'), (5') as a whole follow from (3), (4), (5). Therefore,

the r automorphisms T\, T2, • ■ • , Tr generate an abelian group, and 4 is

isomorphic with this abelian group under the correspondence defined by

(9) Ai~Ti (i= 1, 2, ••• ,r).

By applying the theorem in the second footnote to §4, we conclude that the

products 4 XTX, where

Axis AixlA2xl ■ ■ ■ Ar" and Tx is Ti"Tax* ■ • • Tr",

constitute a group G of order p7**. That this group is metabelian follows from

(4') and the fact that the commutator subgroup of G is generated by the 4 ¡k.

That G is conformai with 4 follows from (3'), (6'), and (8).

We append a rough summary of this section. In the first part we showed

that for a given G and a given ¿7-basis for A there is determined a set of

elements for each of the r matrices Mj, the elements being uniquely deter-

mined if we require that each a\k be a least positive residue modulo ph.

These matrices, together with the orders of 4i, ■ • • , 4r, define G, since each

element of G can be given in the form 4 XTX. We enumerated certain neces-

sary conditions which the elements of these matrices must satisfy. In the

second part of this section we proved that these "necessary conditions" are
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"sufficient," in the sense that any choice of elements for M¡ which is consist-

ent with these conditions will give rise to an automorphism T,- of A, while the

totality of distinct products AXTX will constitute a metabelian group con-

formal with A. This latter part of §14 represents a refinement of the pro-

cedure given in §4. The problem of constructing aU metabelian groups which

are conformai with a given abelian group A is therefore reduced to the prob-

lem of determining aU possible sets of elements a\k which satisfy conditions

(3), (4), and (5) above.*

15. In this section we shaU outline a method for constructing a repre-

sentation of G as a linear congruence group. No proofs will be given, since the

demonstrations in every instance follow obvious and familiar lines. We as-

sume that G is given as a regular permutation group, and we assume that

Ai, • • • , A, are any primary [/-basis for A. Then the elements in the r

matrices M¡ (see §14) are determined; with no loss of generality, we may as-

sume that each a3ik is a least positive residue modulo ps*.

Now the permutation .4i may be represented by the symbol

/Ax*       A2* ■ ■ ■ Ar,r\

W-+1 Ap-Af*)'

Since Tx is commutative with Ax, we may designate 7\ by the symbol

/Ax*      A2** ■ ■ • Ar" \

U" A¿* ■ ■ ■ Ai")'
where Ai, ■ • ■ , Ai are defined by (2) of §14. The product AxTx is given by

/Ax"-      A2« ■ ■ ■ AT«\

W'+1   Ai*- -Ai")'

In (1) we replace Ai, ■ • • , Ai by their equivalents from (2) of §14 and bring

the result into the form

W'' Af • • •  Ar»'/

Now the permutation ^4iFi is completely characterized by the exponents in

(2) above. Hence ^4iFi is defined by the linear substitution

z{ = zx + a2lz2 + a3lz3 + ■ • ■ + arlzT + 1 (mod pSl),

zi = (a22+ 1)22 + a3233 + • • • + ar2zr (mod pSl),

(3) Zx:

zi =s airzt + a3rz3 + • • • + (arr + T)zT (mod ps').

* We naturally restrict our choice of the ai, to those which are least positive residues modulo ps*.
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By an analogous procedure we may construct the linear substitutions

Z2, ■ • • , Zr which define 42r2, • • ■ , ArTr respectively. Since AiTi, • ■ • ,

ArTr generate G (see Theorem IV of §9), Zx, Z2, • • ■ , ZT will generate a repre-

sentation of G as a linear congruence group.
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